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Food security conditions in Indonesia showed an unstable state due to lack of agricultural production. One of the efforts to strengthen food security in Indonesia is done through the program GP3K (Strengthening Movement of Agricultural Production for Food Security) which is intended to increase food production. The problem that often occurs in Lampung Province is the high price of rice seedlings. Farmers in several villages in Lampung province complained about the high price of the seed which will be their paddy planting in paddy fields rainy season beginning in 2013. This study aims to describe the implementation of the Strengthening Movement of Agricultural Production Program for Food Security by Bulog Divre Lampung, while the objective of the program is the program GP3K On Farm is to open up access to the direct purchase of farmers/ farmer groups, support the provision of supplies of grain / rice, good for PSO (Public Service Obligation ) as well as commercial and business development to provide added value to the company. This research method is a descriptive study using a qualitative approach research focus the effectiveness, efficiency, adequacy, grading , responsiveness and accuracy , this study was conducted in Bulog Divre Lampung and Poktan Taruna Tani District of Pringsewu Regency Ambarawa.

Based on the research found that : Program GP3K Bulog Divre Lampung which was held by the Provincial Government of Lampung have been effective because it has open access to the direct purchase of farmers and develop agricultural production to promote the welfare of farmers. Efficiency of GP3K program related to the mechanism or means. In this program, grants mechanisms GP3K program, namely through the accounts of Central Bulog to Perum Bulog Divre Lampung then handed over to the Poktan Taruna Tani on the knowledge of the board Poktan Taruna Tani to run RDKO guidelines that have been set. GP3K program adequacy indicator that the program GP3K can help increase community participation index for the fulfillment of the supply of rice/paddy. In the alignment indicator is not evenly distributed, because the needs of each group of farmers in Lampung different views of the sheer number of members, the amount of land, as well as demographics poktan different. GP3K programs so that funds given to each different Poktan tailored to the needs Poktan. Responsiveness indicator on GP3K program delivery is good, because the results are felt by people that feel that the program GP3K in Poktan Taruna Tani. Examples of the results obtained, namely farmers easier to get farmers seeds and fertilizers as well as the quality of
production for the better. That farmers are very enthusiastic about this program. According to researchers at the precision indicator is not appropriate, because the program is focused to farmers who have land, whereas in reality there are many land owners are not farmers. Because the farmers who work the land are still many who do not have a privately owned agricultural land. Another problem is delays in disbursement of funds GP3K still an obstacle to the achievement of the target.

The recommendations are as follows: (1) The Government should be able to oversee the program GP3K organized so that no irregularities in the realization of GP3K funds managed by Poktan. (2) The government must oversee the distribution of funds GP3K, from data collection to distribution, in this case Poktan board, management team Bulog Divre Lampung and Subdivre Lampung, so that the distribution of funds GP3K could running efficiently. (3) Government and Bulog Divre Lampung should be able to improve the program in the agricultural sector so that the quality of agriculture in the province of Lampung may continue to increase for the following years. (4) Bulog Divre Lampung should function well in making the Definitive Plan Needs On Farm. Because every Poktan have different needs, thus requiring different funding programs. (5) Poktan parties should always communicate with Perum Bulog in GP3K budget allocated to the things that has become a priority already stated in RDKO. Bulog Divre Lampung cooperation with the Subdivre and Kansilog Bulog further enhanced the communication factor, so that delays in the delivery of funds does not recur. (6) The government should create and implement better policies to see in advance the background of farmer members Poktan whether as owner or simply as workers. So the purpose in the welfare of farmers can be achieved.
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